
 

Method Maths Support Guide 

 

 

Method Maths is a new service that we have invested into this year at Tong 

Leadership Academy. Method Maths provides your child with real GCSE 

mathematics questions for them to practice. Method Maths allows students to 

complete past papers or they can access questions that link to the topics they 

are studying in school.  

Method Maths is designed to allow your student to practice and prepare for 

their exams. It will instantly mark their work and this information can be 

tracked by their Maths Teacher.  

Method Maths applies the latest grade boundaries when marking test papers 

to ensure accuracy with the latest syllabus. It will also allow students to access 

questions from older specifications – these are highlighted in a different 

colour. 

 

Website:  

https://www.methodmaths.info/ 

Alternatively type ‘Method Maths’ into a search engine 

It will direct you to this page: 

 

 

https://www.methodmaths.info/


Click on LOGIN 

It will direct you to this page: 

 

 

(All case sensitive) 

Centre ID: tongla 

Username: tla(followed by your childs ID number) e.g tla34567 

Password: Tong17 

 

Once you are logged in you can see exam papers that your class teacher has 

set your child. This is more likely to be for students who are in years 10 and 11. 

 

To complete simply click onto the question box and the question will pop up. 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

This section of the toolbar will constantly update as they progress through 

their questions. The most up to date grade boundaries are applied each year to 

ensure accuracy in tracking progress.  

Next Grade – this indicates how close your child is to the next grade. 

 

 (Unless your teacher has removed this function for the purpose of 

formally testing your child) This symbol is evident in every question. If your 

child needs some assistance they can click onto this button and it will provide a 

hint or a tip to support them with the question. 

Marks awarded for each question are 

always displayed. 



 

For more general revision purposes: 

Students can click on topics that are relevant to their learning in class. 

 

 

 

In addition to this they can practice questions linked to their tier of entry 

(Y9,10,11) 

 

 

 

 

 

Class teachers can monitor and track students in the completion of exam 

papers that they may set your child (this applies to mainly Y10/ Y11 students) 

Class teachers can also track the time spent by each student in the classes they 

teach. This information will be shared with you at parent’s evenings. 

 

If you have any problems with logging on and accessing Maths Watch please 

contact school for support. 
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